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sect of Buddhism. Butsuzozui presents Buddhism as it has been adapted
in Japan, with the collections of Buddhist icons divided into five parts. It
contains the list of sources, especially the scriptures. It deals with the
Chinese icons of Fudaishi and his sons the laughing Buddhas; sketches
on the birth of the historical Buddha, his search, sambodhi and
parinirvana; the nine categories of Amida and the classification of the
Seven Buddhas of healing (Shichi Yakubutsu). It introduces the
amalgamation of Buddhist and the native Shinto deities, a unique feature
of Japanese Buddhism. The sections that follow expand the list of the
protector gods associated with the Japanese beliefs and the different
historical personalities associated with the various sects of Buddhism in
Japan. The volume will interest scholars of Buddhist religion and art.
Golden Visions of Densatil - Asia Society. Museum 2014-02-19

A Ninth Century Scroll of the Vajradhātu Maṇḍala - Lokesh Chandra
1986
Introduction in English; notes to illustrations in Chinese, English,
Sanskrit, and Tibetan.
La tigre e il fiore di loto - 2001
Art Index Retrospective - 1993
王朝の仏画と儀礼 - 1998
With a Single Glance - Cynthea J. Bogel 2009
Ranges broadly across imagery, place, and time, allowing Buddhist icons
and spaces to "look back" and return the viewer's glance
Latter Days of the Law - Patricia Ann Berger 1994-01-01

Chan Insights and Oversights - Bernard Faure 2020-09-01
For many people attracted to Eastern religions (particularly Zen
Buddhism), Asia seems the source of all wisdom. As Bernard Faure
examines the study of Chan/Zen from the standpoint of postmodern
human sciences and literary criticism, he challenges this inversion of
traditional "Orientalist" discourse: whether the Other is caricatured or
idealized, ethnocentric premises marginalize important parts of Chan
thought. Questioning the assumptions of "Easterners" as well, including
those of the charismatic D. T. Suzuki, Faure demonstrates how both West
and East have come to overlook significant components of a complex and
elusive tradition. Throughout the book Faure reveals surprising hidden
agendas in the modern enterprise of Chan studies and in Chan itself.
After describing how Jesuit missionaries brought Chan to the West, he
shows how the prejudices they engendered were influenced by the
sectarian constraints of Sino-Japanese discourse. He then assesses
structural, hermeneutical, and performative ways of looking at Chan,
analyzes the relationship of Chan and local religion, and discusses Chan
concepts of temporality, language, writing, and the self. Read alone or
with its companion volume, The Rhetoric of Immediacy, this work offers
a critical introduction not only to Chinese and Japanese Buddhism but
also to "theory" in the human sciences.
The Art of Buddhism - Denise Patry Leidy 2008
More than two hundred photographs most in stunning full colour provide
the visual context for this tour of the world of Buddhist art. From the
earliest second-century b.c.e. archaeological evidence to the nineteenth
century this book showcases the marvelous variety of Buddhist art
through the ages, from every country and region where Buddhism has
influenced the culture in a significant way, including India, Afghanistan,
Central Asia, China, Korea, Japan, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Myanmar, and all the
regions of Southeast Asia. Included in the rich variety of forms are
architecture and monumental art, statuary, paintings, calligraphy, fresco,
brushwork, and textile arts.
Kokuhō - Kyōto Kokuritsu Hakubutsukan 1969

Maṇḍalas in the Making - Michelle C. Wang 2017-12-18
This book examines the Maṇḍala of Eight Great Bodhisattvas during the
Tibetan (786–848) and post-Tibetan Guiyijun (848–1036) periods at
Dunhuang, focusing on the intersections between political authority,
religious praxis, and visual language.
A Ninth Century Scroll of the Vajradhātu Maṇḍala - 1997
The Ninth century scroll of the Vajradhatu mandala is the earliest known
scroll of Buddhist iconography and thus it is of inestimable value for the
history of Buddhist art.It is the first known sketch book for a
mandala,which represents the philosophic dimensions of the tantric
vision in pictorial constellations.It illustrates the six mandalas of the
Vajradhatu system in conformity with the Sanskrit text.
Inscriptions from the Tabo Main Temple - Luciano Petech 1999
The Emergence of Buddhist American Literature - John WhalenBridge 2009-06-11
Looks at Buddhist influences in American literature and how literature
has shaped the reception of Buddhism in North America.
A Pictorial Encyclopedia of the Oriental Arts: Japan. 4 v - 1969
Volume II: covers the Sui and T-ang Periods - 589-907 A.D.; the Sung and
Yuan Periods - 908-1367 A.D.; and the Ming and Ch'ing Periods 1368-1912 A.D.
The Iconography of Architectural Plans - Fredrick W. Bunce 2002
With Surveys Of Diverse Buddhic And Hindic Temples In India, Sri
Lanka, Indonesia, Myanmar, Thailand, Vietnam, And Even Malaysia, The
Book Shows How The Basic Element In Their Architecture: The Plan Was
Fraught With Iconographic Import And Input, Necessitating The
Guidance Of Authoritative Compendia, The Arcane Knowledge Of The
Sthapati (Priest-Architect), And Other Complex Procedures Steeped In
Symbolism.
Shambhala Sun - 2002
Numbers, Their Iconographic Consideration in Buddhist and Hindu
Practices - Fredrick W. Bunce 2002
The Book Highlights The True Iconographic Import Of Numbers/
Numerology In Hindu And Buddhist Practices Bringing Out, In Detail,
The Unique Properties Of Each Iconographically Significant Number:
Ranged Between One (1) And One Thousand And Twenty Four (1024).
Buddhist Iconography in the Butsuzōzui of Hidenobu - Hidenobu 2010
The volume presents the Buddhist iconography of Japan as depicted in
the Butsuzozui, a collection of iconographic sketches of various Buddhas
that falls under the genre of Zuzo collections of iconic drawings in black
and white. Inspired by the Chinese style of paintings called Paihuo or
Hakubyo, the over 800 sketches presented here bear reference to the
landmark work of this genre compiled in ce 1175 under the title of
Besson Zakki and are arranged on the basis of the treatise of the Shingon
a-ninth-century-scroll-of-the-vajradhatu-mandala-reprint

The Tantra - Victor M. Fic 2003-01-01
Bibliography Index The Tantra Is A Body Of Theories, Techniques And
Rituals Developed In India In Antiquity, Which Has Two Fundamental
Aspects. The First Aspect Of The Tantra Is The Theory Of Creation,
Which Posits That The Universe Has No Beginning And No End, And
That All Its Manifestations Are Merely The Projections Of Divine Energy
Of Its Creator. The Second Aspect Of The Tantra Is The Belief That The
Performance Of Tantrik Techniques And Rituals Facilitates Access To
This Divine Energy, Enabling Their Practitioners To Empower
Themselves, As Well As Empower Others Associated With Them In The
Guru-Disciple Relationship. Thus The Knowledge And Proper Application
Of Tantrik Techniques And Rituals Is Believed To Harness The Creator'S
Cosmic Energies To The Promotion Of The Mundane As Well As Spiritual
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Goals Of Their Practitioners. Between The Vii And The Xii Centuries A.D.
These Theories, Rituals And Practices Spread To Other Parts Of Asia. In
These Parts Their Interaction With Indigenous Traditions Of Shamanism
And Other Magical Cults Resulted In Potent Hybrids. These Not Only
Served The Personal Needs Of Their Practi- Tioners, But Were Used By
The Kings To Summon The Cosmic Forces To Legitimize Their Right And
Power To Rule The Ancient Monarchies. Elaborate And Artistically
Beautiful Icons Were Developed In Sculpture, Painting, Bronze And BasRelief To Portray The Basic Concept Of Tantrik Theories And Various
Deities Of The Hindu And Buddhist Pantheons. This Book First Explores
The Origin Of The Tantra In India, Its Development And Emergence Of
Various Schools Of Hindu And Buddhist Tantrism Over The Centuries.
Then It Explores Their Spread From Tantrik Universities In Bihar And
Other Centres Of Tantrik Scholarship And Rituals Practised In West
Bengal, Orissa And South India At That Time To Nepal, Tibet, Mongolia,
China, Japan And Indonesia. The Coloured Plates Illustrate The
Iconographic Presentation Of The Basic Theories And Concepts Of The
Tantra, As Well As Various Deities Associated With The Pantheons Of
Hindu And Buddhist Tantrism Drawn From Different Parts Of The World.
Chinese Esoteric Buddhism - Geoffrey C. Goble 2019-10-08
Chinese Esoteric Buddhism is generally held to have been established as
a distinct and institutionalized Buddhist school in eighth-century China
by “the Three Great Masters of Kaiyuan”: Śubhākarasiṃha, Vajrabodhi,
and Amoghavajra. Geoffrey C. Goble provides an innovative account of
the tradition’s emergence that sheds new light on the structures and
traditions that shaped its institutionalization. Goble focuses on
Amoghavajra (704–774), contending that he was the central figure in
Esoteric Buddhism’s rapid rise in Tang dynasty China, and the other two
“patriarchs” are known primarily through Amoghavajra’s teachings and
writings. He presents the scriptural, mythological, and practical aspects
of Chinese Esoteric Buddhism in the eighth century and places them in
the historical contexts within which Amoghavajra operated. By telling the
story of Amoghavajra’s rise to prominence and of Esoteric Buddhism’s
corresponding institutionalization in China, Goble makes the case that
the evolution of this tradition was predicated on Indic scriptures and
practical norms rather than being the product of conscious adaptation to
a Chinese cultural environment. He demonstrates that Esoteric
Buddhism was employed by Chinese rulers to defeat military and
political rivals. Based on close readings of a broad range of textual
sources previously untapped by English-language scholarship, this book
overturns many assumptions about the origins of Chinese Esoteric
Buddhism.
The Nepalese Legacy in Tibetan Painting - David Paul Jackson 2010
With the Destruction of India's Buddhist monasteries in 1203, Tibet lost
its main source of artistic inspiration. Nepal was the only nearby
surviving center of traditional arts, where Newar artists of the
Kathmandu valley had formed their own artistic style. Originally basing
their work on Indian artistic models, the Newar gradually developed
their own style demonstrating their excellence in painting, sculpture, and
woodworking. These talents were not lost on the Tibetans, who copied
and learned from their neighbors as the style spread throughout Tibet.
This style, now known as Beri, flourished for more than four centuries,
reaching its height from 1360 to 1460, when it was adopted as Tibet's
universal painting style. In this second publication and related exhibition
in the "Masterworks of Tibetan Painting Series," the noted scholar David
Jackson identifies the full extent of the Beri style, and shows the
chronological development, religious patronage, and geographic scope
that define the development of Beri style. In order to contradict the
erroneous limitation imposed by early scholars' assumption that Beri is
limited to the Ngor, Jackson gives a basic stylistic overview of five key
features unique to Beri, as well as providing examples of the Early,
Universal Tibetan Style, and Later Beri periods. Featuring several major
works, including a painting of four minutely detailed mandalas by
fifteenth-century Newari artists and the last two known commissions in
the Beri style, The Nepalese Legacy in Tibetan Painting places Beri in a
context more complex than previously imagined.
Dictionary of Buddhist Iconography: Vajrakumāra - Vasumitra Lokesh Chandra 1999

elderly priest, who had served in the Belgian mission in Inner Mongolia
for many years, beginning in the 1920s. Father Raphael Verbois gave the
paintings in 1977 to the then Director of the Ethnographic Museum in
Antwerp, Dr. Adriaan Claerhout. The set of paintings, what we refer to as
the Antwerp album, forms the core of the current project. While initially
they were thought to represent the life of the Buddha and some unknown
tantric rituals, there is now scholarly unanimity about the fact that the
life of the Buddha is just a small part of what the album represents. The
major part deals with the meditation on the mandala of Sarvavid
Vairocana, who is the central Buddha in the constellation of the five
Dhyani Buddhas, or Meditation Buddhas. Sarvavid is Sanskrit, meaning
"All-knowing." Although some initial research was done to thus clarify
the import of the album, it has been little seen or published since its
acquisition by the Ethnographic Museum. With this publication, the
curators at the Rubin Museum offer new research and further
clarification: the album's possible historical context (Karl Debreczeny),
meanings and ritual use (Elena Pakhoutova), and the rise of Buddha
Vairocana and the connection to Esoteric Buddhism (Christian
Luczanits). These essays should read as the reopening of a scholarly
conversation on the album, and it is hoped that with this publication new
information will come to light on this fascinating and unusual set of
paintings In addition to the fifty-four plates with commentary by the
Rubin Museum curators, the three essays are illustrated with
approximately twenty-five additional images of the All-knowing Buddha
and related material.
A History of Indian Painting: The mural tradition - Krishna Chaitanya
1976
Buddhism in America - Richard Hughes Seager 2012
"This well-informed book provides a comprehensive survey of a variety of
Buddhist traditions in the contemporary U.S. . . . [its] strength, apart
from being a mine of information, is Seager's insistence on taking a
historically informed and comparative perspective." - Religious Studies
Review.
佛教の聖画 - 1996
The Red Thread - Bernard Faure 1998-10-26
Is there a Buddhist discourse on sex? In this innovative study, Bernard
Faure reveals Buddhism's paradoxical attitudes toward sexuality. His
remarkably broad range covers the entire geography of this religion, and
its long evolution from the time of its founder, Xvkyamuni, to the
premodern age. The author's anthropological approach uncovers the
inherent discrepancies between the normative teachings of Buddhism
and what its followers practice. Framing his discussion on some of the
most prominent Western thinkers of sexuality--Georges Bataille and
Michel Foucault--Faure draws from different reservoirs of writings, such
as the orthodox and heterodox "doctrines" of Buddhism, and its monastic
codes. Virtually untapped mythological as well as legal sources are also
used. The dialectics inherent in Mahvyvna Buddhism, in particular in the
Tantric and Chan/Zen traditions, seemed to allow for greater laxity and
even encouraged breaking of taboos. Faure also offers a history of
Buddhist monastic life, which has been buffeted by anticlerical attitudes,
and by attempts to regulate sexual behavior from both within and beyond
the monastery. In two chapters devoted to Buddhist homosexuality, he
examines the way in which this sexual behavior was simultaneously
condemned and idealized in medieval Japan. This book will appeal
especially to those interested in the cultural history of Buddhism and in
premodern Japanese culture. But the story of how one of the world's
oldest religions has faced one of life's greatest problems makes
fascinating reading for all.
平安仏画 - 1986
Kuji: A Spiritual Path - James Clum 2012-02-23
Discover the power of the mysterious Kuji syllables in this in depth guide
covering the history, practice and meaning of this fascinating system of
self-protection and mystical affirmations. This book explores how the
Kuji-In have changed and adapted throughout their history as they have
been adopted across Asia. Find out the hidden meanings of the Kuji-In
mudra and their mantra. Discover how to adapt the profound symbolism
to your own personal spiritual practice.
Secrets of the Fallen Pagoda - Eugene Yuejin Wang 2014
The capital of Tang China (618 - 907), Chang'an (present day Xi'an), was
a hub for economic and cultural exchange. Nearby lies the Famen
Temple, one of the most revered Buddhist sites in China. A finger bone
relic of the Buddha and magnificent Tang dynasty objects of gold, silver,

Kalyāṇa-mitta - Vashishtha Narayan Jha 1991
The All-Knowing Buddha - Karl Debreczeny 2014-05-06
This publication and the related exhibition at the Rubin Museum of Art,
in September 2014, are the culmination of a long but intermittent story
that began with the acquisition of fifty-four paintings directly from an
a-ninth-century-scroll-of-the-vajradhatu-mandala-reprint
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ceramics, and glass were sealed within an underground crypt there. For
more than 1000 years, these treasures were forgotten until their chance
discovery in 1987. Together with objects from other leading museums in
Shaanxi, the exhibition covered by this text is a rare showcase of Tang
aesthetics and culture for the first time in Southeast Asia. This catalogue
accompanies an exhibition at the Asian Civilisations Museum of treasures
from the Famen Temple crypt and other Tang dynasty artworks. Essays
examine relic worship at the Famen Temple and the Buddhist world of
the Tang, the rationale for the arrangement of donations in the crypt
chambers, and the Tang dynasties contacts with the wider world. Figures
and murals from tombs, magnificent reliquary boxes, rare ceramics, and
gold and silver metalwork tell the story of life and culture during the
Tang.
The Weaving of Mantra - Ryûichi Abé 1999-06-28
The great Buddhist priest Kûkai (774-835) is credited with the
introduction and establishment of tantric -or esoteric -Buddhism in early
ninth-century Japan. In Ryûichi Abé examines this important religious
figure -neglected in modern academic literatu
Buddhist sculpture in clay - Christian Luczanits 2004

國寳 - 1969
Accessions List, South Asia - Library of Congress. Library of Congress
Office, New Delhi 1987
Records publications acquired from Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan,
India, Maldives, Nepal, Pakistan, and Sri Lanka, by the U.S. Library of
Congress Offices in New Delhi, India, and Karachi, Pakistan.
Indian Books - 1987
NAKO - Gabriela Krist 2016-10-10
The Nako temple complex from the 12th century is an extraordinary
testimony of early Tibetan Buddhism not anymore preserved in today’s
Tibet. Endangered by the rough environment, improper treatment and
frequent earthquakes, the outstanding monuments were re-discovered by
scholars from Austrian universities in the 1980s. The transdisciplinary
research project carried out over more than 20 years led to in-depth
studies, preservation and model-like conservation of the temples and
their artworks.
Annual Report of the Trustees - Metropolitan Museum of Art (New
York, N.Y.). Board of Trustees 1992

Words on Cassette, 1999 - Bowker Editorial Staff 1999-02
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